This study is meant to be the start toa series of discussions relating to the complex subject of the "Ecological aspects in the burial
Introduction

Geographical location of Narym Selkup burial grounds (necropoloi)
The first archaeological, as well as ethnographical studies of Selkupmedieval graveyards were initiated by P.I. Kutaf'ev, the director of the Narym Regional Museum. Among the topics of traditional ceremonies, the researcher studied the specifics of burial ground locationsand their relation to the natural landscape.
Systematization and summarizing of the materials obtained during excavations at four of the largest tributaries of the Ob river, located in the Narym Region, allowed the researcher to form his own theory on the subject [1] . Further studies of Narym were located at lower terraces of 3-8 meters in height(Kustovo, Suhaja Rechka, Tiskino). There are also cases of burial sites located at rather low levels of the floodplains (Barklaj) [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] .
Some burial sites wereset up in the same area, but on different layers of the terrace: the first burial was at the top; the second one was at the lower layer (Ostjak Mountain) [7] .
Despitedifferences inthe location of the burial sites, it is obvious that the Selkups and their ancestors preferred to bury their dead at elevations that wouldn't be flooded during the spring. However, this was not the only, nor the most important reason for the location of burial sites. There were other reasons we find, as mentioned in traditional Siberian mythology, for this arrangement.
According to ethnological studies, the
Selkups had two models of the universe, with two corresponding underworld locations. The first was organized horizontally and symbolized by a river. The world of the dead, in this model, was located at the creek, to which the deceased were delivered by the water, and where souls started their journey to the "down world" [8] .
The second model was organizedvertically, and was based on the idea that souls were moving from the "middle world", of the living, to the "upper world", or the"underworld" depending.
The World Tree was both symbolic as well asan active part in the infrastructure pertaining to this model. According to Selkup belief, the souls of the deceasedtraveled to the roots of the tree, from there (in the form of a spider mezgir')they traveled up to the sky, along the tree trunk and through the branches. After achieving elevation, theythen had the chance to begin other lives, each being fully ready to start over againby relocating to the body of a newborn child. According to legend, every morning, Celestial Mother the Life Giver (ylynda kota) sent the souls (on the tips of the sun's rays) down to the people. In mythology these souls are represented by little birds. In the Selkup language the word il'sat "ray" also means "soul" [9, 10] .
Similar beliefs were shared by a number of ethnic groups. For instance, the Evenks, believed that the top of the World Tree hosted the souls of unborn children [11, 12] , while the Khanty believed, that the ability to have babies depended on the will of the sacred trees. [13] . Peculiar to this, is that, in contrast to the first model, where souls of the deceased are sent to the world of the dead via a river, the second model emphasizes the soul's journey up into the sky.In this case high trees serve as ladders, and in order to speed up the trip, it was believed to be better to start According to legend, wood was given to them by the Celestial Mother [14] . The idea of the World
Tree is universal and present in many cultures. In
Chinese mythology there is thejianmu tree, which "was reaching the sky", Nigerian folklore tells us aboutthe female hypostasisof the World Tree.
Despite ofits local variants, the tree in archaic belief often represents an axis of the universe, axis mundi, which organizes the space. [7, 8, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
International scientific circles have recognized traditional systems of orientation as a part of the mythical worldview in archaic societies. Therefore it has been established that ancient rituals and rules regulated by activities relating to natural surroundings, include that ofthe arrangement of burial sites.This being unbelievably stable in its ideological and ritual pragmatism [21] . Due to the conservative nature of mythical thinkers, both models involved in the choice of a burial site, gradually became similar, steady, universal and widespread, and havetherefore coexisted fora long period of time [7] . Due to the merging of thesetwo ideas, that of both, river and tree became absolute as well as equivocal symbols of the universal structure.
Moreover they became mutually replaceable In regard to the horizontal model of the universe, P.I. Kutaf'ev wrote that the Selkups took their deceased to graveyards located 300km
away from their villages [1] , which shows us that the burial sites were set up far from settlements.
However there are many obstacles in burying the deceased at the lower reaches of the river. However formal analysis regarding the reasoning behind such locations, offers little result.
The answer is hidden in semantic interpretation. Some researches even pointed out that the place for a grave was chosen in accordance with random signs and omens [50] . In other words the decision was based on metaphysical perception of the natural surroundings. A remark in this regard was once made by M. Eliade, who citing Van der Leeuw's study wrote "in reality a person never "chooses" a place, he "discovers" it, in other words the sacred place reveals itself to him." [51, 52] , and indoing so, allows him to make the right choice.
Symbolic location of Selkup necropolises
In our expressed opinion, the reason for burial sitesto be located along the river banks and not at the lower reaches of the rivers is not connected to the pragmatic necessity, but rather to the symbolic context. The Selkup beliefs relating to water reservoirs, trees and river forks explain this circumstance. However the key role belongs to river forks, which equally symbolized unanimated objects and people -as well asthe different signs associated in representing them.
According to Selkup beliefs, the river is a symbol of a great female deity, that was often addressed in an attempt to prolong ones own life [12] , and was personified in anthropomorphic female form. The Selkupsstated 'Ob is probably a woman, maybe a grandmother'. Even now among the Samoyeds rivers are seen as female beings, they are supposed to be "chastised" after the melting of the ice in spring, in much the same way as a woman once giving a birth would [20] .
Peculiar is that the roots of thesebeliefs can be found in the Rigveda, where rivers are almost always representedby female deities [8] .
In most cultures of the world trees 7 were seen as female creatures, with the crown for a head, the trunk for a body and the roots for legs. According to Selkup legend, the first people came from the tree fork in a birchлюди [9, 22] Taking into account these beliefs, it becomes clear that a crossroad (a fork in the road) representsa place which is used by spirits to enter and exit this world. In traditional Russian and generally
Slavic believes a fork in the road or a crossroad, is associated with evil spirits, and, to be exact, with the place where they appear in the real world First of all, it is represented by the objects of nature and infrastructure (trees, rivers, roads).
According to the hermeneutic studies of European runic symbols, "whena fork points up, the symbol is associated with the German rune man -a man with his hands raised in adoration. In the opposite position, the symbol with the fork pointed down is read as yr -the symbol of femininity, what's more important, of its evil side (a witch), and at the same time it is associated with the idea of tys(the sacral tree of Germanic tribes)" [66] .
This belief correlates with the German metaphor
of death and it is close to interpretation of tree forksas dangerous females who eat male's souls, which is definitely based on the association with vagina dentate 11 .
In conclusion of the episode about demons
and their association with crossroads, it is necessary to mention one of the oldest evidence of this concept reflected in a special Vedic hymn "To affliction"where "turning of paths" means crossroads or a fork in the road:
From thee, from thee who fliest not from us, O Misery, we fly.
Then at the turning of the paths let Misery fall on someone else [79] . Grannyis believed to be impure and is always put in the corner separately from the house spirits khekhe [81] . "Impure corner" in Selkup houses
is "where woman's pots are standing" [83] . [82] . Therefore there are sacral "pure" male and symbolically "dirty" female corners in the house. Other corners were seen as potentially dangerous and were subjected to magical purification, especiallyafter funerals.
In this regard, Khanty ritual of spreading blood in the corners of the house [85] and looking for demonic powers in the corners [86] 12 after taking a dead body outside the house is quite symbolic. Esoteric nature of these shapes is represented by them being a symbol of a "female opening", which was associated with the "opening-womb"
of Mother-Earth, that gives birth to both life and death. [11, 22, 68, 80, 22] .
Ancient traditional art preserved the sacral segment of the archaic sign system for the period from the Upper Paleolithic and the Bronze Age In retrospect, the histories of the mentioned traditions are much longer than the period discussed in this study. We also need to take into account that some burial sites mentioned above were established between the XII and XIV centuries, but similar burial arrangements can be seen at much earlier periods. The evidence for this can be foundin Vedic texts and among archaeological materials.
Therefore, similar explanations would be valid for a number of objects found for other chronological periods, territories and ethnic groups.
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A lake, formed as a result of a meander of the main river being cut off.Auth.
2
There were more villages at the lower reaches of the rivers. The reason for this was natural fish stock location. Lower reaches of the rivers always had more local fish, as well as the one that came from the main river [26] . This circumstanse was of course taken into account by the local population whose main food during the whole year was fish. Fish were stored in large quantities in autumn in anticipation of a long winter and spring which was scarce in food. Except for boiling, frying (chapsy) and eating it raw the fish was sun dried. Part of the catch was stored unaltered, another part was ground into a powder porsa, which was served not only for people, but also for hunting dogs. If there was salt, the fish was saulted in bark barrels and eaten pickled. In winter the fish was frozen, which helped to preserve it for a long time. Auth.
3
Taiga villages were also established at elevations [9] , where they couldn't be flooded and attacked by bloodsucking insects (the wind was strong at the elevations). Auth.
4
We refer to the Vedic texts due to the specifics of the genetical history of the Ob Ugric people and the Samoyeds, inherited the elements of the worldview from the Andronov archaeological culture, which in its turn was reflected in the Vedas. In II millennia B.C. the nomadic Andronov cultural groups from the steppes of the eastern Eurasia simultaneously moved southwards and northwards. [30, 31] . Part of them, later named the Aryans, after invading North-West India (modern Panjab) through the mountain passes of the Hindu Kush, established a kingdom and narrated their ideas of man and universe, moral and ethic values, believes and esoteric ceremoniesof their time in the texts of the Rigveda, the Yajurveda, the Samaveda and the Atharvaveda. [32, 33] . Other groups moved north and spread up until the southern outskirts of Taiga and created new archaeological cultures based on Vedic worldviews. [34, 35] . This is how the Vedic believes reached the ancestors of the modern ethnic groups of the North-West Siberia. The linguists were the first who noticed the signs of this intrusion. In XVII century G. A lake, formed as a result of a meander of the main river being cut off.Auth. 6 There several types of the bank, that differes in shape, but similar in the way of. Judging by the structure of the landscape all such places were once filled with water, but nowadays represent: 1. Two rivers confluence (Pachanga) [2, 7] ; 2. Joining a river and a ravine (Kustovskij, Suhaja Rechka, Chainskij, Ostjackij I, II); 3. Joining of two ravines (Barklaj) [5, 7, 24] . Except for the Selkups, the Tomsk Tatars (Eushta) also set their graveyards at the cross of the rivers (a burial site at the influx of the Malaja Kirgizka river into the Tom river ) [3].
7
Birches and larches were sacred for Siberian ethnic groups, cedars were considered to be tree of the dead, hence all the sarcophagus were made of cedar. Auth.
8
House idols -sculptures which symbolised ancestors. Were made out of branch forks. Auth.
9
With the same purpose people in South Siberia and Mongolia placed phallic sculptures at the mountain ravines and infront of the caves which in traditional worlview symbolised female genitals (vulva). ClassicChinese textTao Te Chingmentionsa universal female, whose bosom is a mountain valley (cave). Cave is one of the most ancient symbols of womb, birth giving and life [53] .
10
The proverb means that it's the quite people that you should be careful with. In metaphorical form it referrs to the place where demons from the underworld enters this world. Auth.
11
Symbolically the fork shape is connected to the shape of woman's body specifically with vulva (myth. -«female opening») that can be met in nature, : with the body of the Mother Earth (in form of a cave or a crack in the ground), with a tree (in form of hollow), with a river (in the form of a crack in shore). [67, 68, 69] . The Selkups interpreted tree forks or split trunks as women legs, birth giving bosom and at the same time with a beast jaws, swallowing a catch [57, 58, 22 ] . This understanding associates vulvawith a mouth [69, 70] , biting, eating and, as a result, with death [70] . Slavic [71, 72] and Siberian mythology has stories about witches with vaginadentate. [73] . The Selkups, the Kets, the Evenks and the Nganasans stories about «a forest woman» who forced huters to marry her has the same motif [11, 74, 61] .The motif is universal and even known to the people of the Hindu Kush [75] . In ancient Indian charm a bride's vulva is called: «You are the mouth of gandharva Vishvavasu » [76] . The Kayapo people of Eсuador believe that during a sexual intercourse a vulva "devoures" a penis [77] , the Ob-Ugric people believe that «without feeding female reprodactive organs there is no reproduction of the tribe» [78] . C. Jung documented a case about a female patient who described her reproductive organs «as if it is something down there that is eating and drinking» [54] . The Siberians saw it as a danger for hunters, who didn't want to get in contact wiht «forest women».Since mytholocial events have no time and space framework, the dangers they portray areirréel, biting off (devouring of the organ) represents a symbolical death, caused by the loss of the male's strength or soul (the Khanty believe the fifth, specifically male, soul is located in penis) [78] 12 Culturological definition of "impure corner" has definitely surpassed the frames of the ethnic model of aboriginal perception and has lost its generic affiliation. However the tradition of it's negative interpretation turned out to be so strong thatit is common even in nowadays society to put naughty kids in the corner, in order to give them a fright as a punishment. Auth.
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In mythological thinking a disease is personificated in the form of an evil spirit [84] . Fire helps to protect from it and exorcise it. Auth.
14
The Ob-Ugric people, residig in the neighboring territories of Taiga, had similar worldview. Auth.
15
A coffin is called in Russian domovina. This wordhas the same root with the word domwhichmeans«house, home». Auth.
16
Старица -озеро вытянутой формы, возникшее в результате изменения (спрямления) русла реки. Авт. 
